Investments that give
everybody the power
to shape the future.

MESSAGE FROM
THE FOUNDERS
Welcome
Well, we made it! It’s been touch-and-go for everyone
in the arts and entertainment industry, going in and
out of lockdown, but we are thrilled to be able present
our full programme live at the Palace Cinema, Raine
Square, Perth; our hometown.
This year's festival celebrates a diverse range of films
from over 25 countries, with 6 curated programs
screened over 2 days. The festival culminates in the
Gala Screening and Awards Ceremony, where we
announce winners of each category, and of course
our overall festival winners, presented in both Perth
and Sydney. Finalist will be announced soon, so stay
tuned!
With travel still unavailable, we have a comprehensive
online program for those that can’t make it to the
live events. The online program mirrors the live
programme, with an additional 3 screenings of films
that we loved but are unable to include in the live
programme due to limited screening time available.
Following the Perth season, IDFF will tour 2 curated
screenings of the Best Australian and International
films to Brisbane, Melbourne, Canberra and Byron
Bay, giving our filmmakers the exposure they deserve.
Thank you for supporting this wonderful event for
dancers, filmmakers and all lovers of dance, and we
hope you enjoy Inspired Dance Film Festival 2021!
Inspired Dance Co-Founders
Rohan Seinor & Ian Knowles

PROGRAM 1
STUDENT FILMS

13th November, 1 pm – 2pm
Out of Breath (Korea)

Those who are trapped in a relationship that destroys
each other, and the struggle of one person to get away
from it. A choreographic film with only music and dance.
The whole story is autobiographical.

Kaleidoscope (US)

A dance in film created based on the visual appeal of a
kaleidoscope.

Before the Sentence: The Film (US)

A short film explores the ache that unexpectedness
posses.

Time to Dream (US)

Time to dream is a collection of short dance films that
acknowledges oppressive forces of the past and present,
in order to envision a better future.

On the Bench (UK)

During the chaos of the epidemic, they met each other,
not too early nor too late. Supposing that permanent is
a long period of time, he wants to spend the time being
with her.

Sonder (US)

Sonder--n. the realization that everyone in your life lives
their own vivid and complex life of their own.

她.SHE (China)

Inspired by the protest for International Day for the
Elimination of Violence against Women on 25 November
2019, and the conversation between my mother and
me to explore the topic of victim shaming and gender
inequality.

PROGRAM 2

SHORT DANCE DOCUMENTARIES/FEATURES
13th November, 2:30 pm – 3:30 pm
Why I Dance (Norway)

In 2018, French choreographer Louis Clément da Costa
worked with a group of young dancers in Kigali, Rwanda.
The theme they explored was “freedom”.
With da Costa’s choreography acting as the continuous
thread throughout the film, we see the dancers
performing in various locations around Kigali. We are
given a glimpse into everyday life in Rwanda, and we
witness the young dancers’ passion and commitment
to dance.

Behind Murmuring (Australia)

Amidst a sense of despondency, the collaborative Project
Starling evolved. It aimed to work within the COVID
restrictions with the mission that artists, volunteers and
audience members would feel a sense of achievement
and connection, despite the year which challenged
those very things.
Project Starling was a plan to work towards producing
a film of a large group choreographed piece in a public
location which would involve artists and students
mentoring, learning and rehearsing remotely until they
could meet in person.

Places, Please (US)

8 Artists meet in a support group to discuss how the
COVID - 19 shutdown has affected their lives and
livelihood. Blending live theatre and film techniques, the
audience gets an intimate look into the minds, passions,
and struggles of our artists during these unprecedented
times. The Artist’s journey is a reflection of the human
experience and Places, Please is a theatrical representation
of a generation surviving in a Global Pandemic.

PROGRAM 3

AUSSIE DANCE SHORTS
13th November, 4:30 pm – 5:30 pm
Circumstance 2020

Filmed in Bombo Australia In reaction to the pandemic, 27
dancers defy the consequences of the lockdown - no work,
no contact, no live performance - through the use of a drone
to capture their dance from a distance.
A study in isolation, connection and moving in precarious
spaces.

The Crafting

Hands design what the heart desires, but what happens to the
heart when the hands can’t reach high enough? Throughout
the 3-act film, The Crafting visualises the idea that we are
limited in our ability to attain perfection but there is beauty
when we surrender in the contention for control.

Made of Everything

Made of Everything is a dance film & documentary hybrid
that explores the combined experiences of three sisters
as they reflect on their individual perspectives of death,
grief and connection five years after losing their mother to
breast cancer. A unique film that utilises choreographed
movement and spoken narration to share personal stories
of three women, highlighting the sacred bond that unites
them through sisterhood and loss.

Still Life

Still Life is a triptych of three films inspired by the stage
version.The films are the result of a 12-month COVID-enforced
collaboration between Australasian Dance Collective and
Kiosk Film.

Bella

A pirouette through the turbulence of life.
*This Film Contains Partial Nudity

Murmuring

The inspiration for the piece is the murmuration of starlings
– a formidable sight to behold. The aerial formations change
in an instant, creating a fluid mesmerising dance in the sky.
But it is more than just movement. Murmuration is an innate
collective behaviour essentially protecting the vulnerable
individuals in the community, from danger. Whilst humans
have lost this innate behaviour, the pandemic has forced us
to collectively behave a certain way to protect our vulnerable.

PROGRAM 4

INTERNATIONAL DANCE SHORTS
13th November, 6:00 pm – 7:00 pm
The Conversation – (UK)

Through a dynamic fusion of movement and dialogue,
The Conversation explores the challenges black men
and women experience when communicating their
racial experience to white partners.

Séance, The Holding On and The Letting Go – (UK)

An exquisite study of love and loss through the
choreography of Jordan James Bridge, set to a haunting
sonic landscape by Tom Ashbrook. This astonishing new
film from Rick Guest & Rob Rae features the incredible
talents of dancers Eileih Muir and Izzac Carroll, with
stunning costumes by fashion editor Olivia Pomp.

The Gift – (France)

The gift is a dance performance to express the beauty
inside all of us.

Lady Be Good – (US)

Lady Be Good tells the story of a bartender who reflects
on one unforgettable night, set to a stunning jazz sound
and an unmistakable Broadway dance style.

Exhale – (Netherlands)

Exhale starts in shock, when a traumatic event makes
you aware of your vulnerability. Your reality has been
affected. Can you trust your senses? Exhale evokes
reflection, letting go of your anger and overcoming
the feeling of powerlessness. And ultimately regaining
confidence in your own instincts and body.

A Space Left Blank – (UK)

It’s in our nature to advance. We create technologies
which express our instinctive desire to build relationships
with one another. So, what happens when the screens
that are meant to bring us together get in the way of
real connection? Choreographers and dancers Travis
Clausen-Knight and James Pett embody and expose
the tension between the numb immediacy of virtual
separation and an innate need for human touch.

PROGRAM 4

INTERNATIONAL DANCE SHORTS
(CONTINUED)
13th November, 6:00 pm – 7:00 pm
Solitude – (Italy)

Solitude tells a dream. Two souls meet, an anomalous
place for a gaze-proposal. The intentions meet and from
there, fluid like drops of bubble bath, an accomplice
energy starts flowing between precious rooms. Dance
is the expression of an ardent passion that precedes
a carnal encounter. But we will never know if this will
have a sequel. After an escape, loneliness.
*Contains Partial Nudity

Small World - Memory of Love – (Japan)

Look over the ocean.
Despaired beyond reach, I sank lonely deep and deep
into the bottom of the ocean.
There is no hope, no light anymore.
I thought it wasn’t.
But I heard a voice.
The voice named love.

A Dream of Touch When Touch is Gone – (US)

A dream, a vision told through movement of falling
into the COVID reality and dreaming of the moment
we emerge back to physical touch as an essential need
of our society and humanity.

PROGRAM 5

ART / EXPERIMENTAL DANCE SHORTS
14th November, 11:00 am – 12:00 pm
Lotus – (France)

The Lotus flower is regarded in many cultures as a
symbol of rebirth, growth and transformation. This film
is an expression of that process. Inspired by Angelika´s
near death experience we immersed underwater in the
sacred Mayan Cenotes to tell her story of growth from
pain, anxiety, fear to surrender, coherence, harmony &
flow. Just like the lotus seed grows from dark waters
to become the most beautiful flower, we too have
the ability to grow to our full potential. This film is an
invitation to dive deep within, reconnect with the soul
and experience the profound power of life.

Dreaming Umbra’s Realm – (US)

Dreaming Umbra’s Realm illustrates a world of confined
shadow spirits dreaming of freedom. The film reflects
the challenges of dancing through the limitations of a
pandemic.

2020 Vision – (UK)

2020 Vision uses spoken word and dance imagery to
express how many of us have felt during these trying
times. The opening lines ‘This year revealed many things.
I don’t even know where to start’ sets the tone perfectly.

Headway – (US)

Headway is about how depression can make one feel
like they’re lifeless, hopeless and lost. But what happens
when a depressed person decides they no longer wish
to remain in that place? Our film is set in the woods.
The woods signify the dark, labyrinth-like environment
depression can force one to feel like they’re trapped in.

Sirens Tango – (US)

A series of men are lured to their destruction when
they engage in a steamy tango with a seductive dance
partner. With a lush musical score, Jazz Age costumes,
and visually striking cinematography, this evocative
short film uses the tango as a metaphor for life’s tempting
interruptions.

PROGRAM
5
ART / EXPERIMENTAL DANCE SHORTS
(CONTINUED)

14th November, 11:00 am – 12:00 pm
NASATYA - The Twin dancers – (France)

According to the legend, Nasatyas are twin gods. They
appear just before dawn, symbolizing the rising sun and
opening a path to Usas, the goddess of dawn, announcing
the beginning of a new day. The choreography is a circle of
life coming down on 1 day for the Twins sisters.

Lamentation: Iconic – (US)

Lamentation - Iconic examines American modern dance
pioneer Martha Graham’s 1930 solo “Lamentation” through
a queer lens. Graham felt that female grief was powerful
rather than fragile. In Lamentation: Iconic we pick up where
Graham left off and ask what might happen if we survive
the grief of hiding one’s true self and risk the journey of
transformation.

RENGAJO – (Iran)

Rengajo is a newborn Kurdish word; the rotator of colours.
It lives in a part of history black and white can no more to
the humankind. Nowadays, pluralistic world doesn’t give
the evil a speaking voice. Here, today, we are just a universe
born from intercourse of the colours. Life is a rug ... Each of
us plays a colour of it.

Displaced – (Australia)

A dance creation, in which the movements of freedom are the
result of improvisations that arose at the time of dancing, and
as an artist and dancer to be able to express those feelings
of uncertainty, powerlessness, need and desire for empathy
with the real experiences of others. “We cannot heal the
world today, but we can start with a voice of compassion, a
heart of love, and an act of kindness.” Mary Davis

Blast – (UK)

BLAST takes its cue from the growth of radical ideologies
and modern art in London, 1914. The film evokes the pulsing
energy of early modernism with its experiments in form and
desire to manifest a utopian future. We sit alongside a female
audience and follow an artist, two dancers and two lovers,
with the heavy shadow of retrospect, knowing the carnage
and decimation that was to follow this remarkable period of
productivity.

PROGRAM 6

MOBILE CREATIONS / LIVE CAPTURE / DANCE FEATURES
14th November, 12:30 pm – 1:30 pm
Live Action Relay – (Australia)

A drone, 3 dancers, a director, a musician and a
spectacular space. Live Action Relay sees acclaimed
Sydney choreographer and filmmaker Sue Healey
break new ground, creating a digitally-broadcast dance
performance streamed from a drone. Live Action Relay
rethinks the way we experience performance, creating a
dance that would be impossible in a theatre situation. It
is immediate and raw, revealing split-second, real-time
decision-making between drone pilot, director, musician
and dancers, in an immediate and heart-racing spectacle.

Garden Bed – (US)

Filmed entirely on a mobile phone, Garden Bed tells the
story of a woman who clings to her idealized fantasy of
parenting, but her children dismantle her expectations
by asserting their own authenticity.

Threshold – (US)

Threshold is a poetic and intimate dance of remembrance.
Dance filmmaker Larry Asakawa and choreographer Kara
Jhalak Miller collaborated to create a screendance with
the Jhalak Dance Company. Performers included Tina
Chan, Cy Higashi, Lance Sabado, and Katelyn Wyatt. In
2021 the dancers met in person for the first time since
the global pandemic required restrictions in Hawai’i a
year before. This work was digitally filmed on iPhones
over two days.

Transfigured Night – (Germany)

In the middle of the 3rd wave Marijn Rademaker created
this thrilling psychogram dance film speaking to the soul of
the viewer on music by Arnold Schönberg in cooperation
with Ballet Dortmund, Dortmund Philharmonic and
Academy for theatre and digitality in this dance feature
film. Three dancers transfigure through this piece by
dealing with fear, doubt, jealousy, anger but also love,
acceptance and integration.
Rademaker staged the orchestra around the dancers and
used them as a prolongation of their emotion to create
this touching coproduction.

ONLINE
ONLY
PROGRAM
Available 13th to 21st November
The Room Inside – (Australia)

‘The Room Inside: Making Memory House’ is a short
documentary film recording the process and reflections
of the cast and crew of Memory House. Originally a much
longer live dance theatre production, the COVID-19
pandemic required the project and participants to
change, in order to continue their work, and to overcome
new challenges. The artwork is also remarkable for
translating theories of mind and memory into movement,
and the way this paralleled the lived experiences of the
people making it.

Memory House – (Australia)

Memory House is a short dance theatre film exploring
the physicality of memory, the body as home and the
Jungian archetype of the house as a metaphor for
self. The body becomes a site for both sanctuary and
confinement in repeating patterns of human behaviour.
A spiralling journey through time and memory as one
woman looks back on her past to re-create her future.

Rite of Spring – (US)

Our tribe has been seeded within an interplanetary
experiment to research sustainable life. This community
has isolated inside bunkers underground, following their
own strict protocol for post-apocalypse survival. The
apocalypse brought a terrifying disease, but they have
– carefully, ruthlessly – persisted. And now, generations
later, a beacon of hope is found. This story is a rite of
passage, a movement to the next realm of possibility, a
rescue mission, and, inevitably, a story of abandonment.
It is an ode to the fight for humanity, both as a cautionary
tale and a parallel to the uncharted, harrowing territories
we found ourselves in this year.

DANCE COMPANY DELIGHTS
102 Degrees – (US)

In response to the Covid-19 pandemic, Tampa City Ballet
presents 7th Avenue & Ybor - 102 Degrees, a short film
about the cycle of life, loss and love. In 1918, the cigar
factory workers in Ybor City were among the hardest
hit communities by the Spanish Flu in Florida. Living
and working close together, they wore makeshift masks
of gauze and attempted to sanitize their environment.
Despite their best efforts, half of the Ybor City cigar
workers contracted the disease. This tragic history is
part of a memory shared by many generations of Ybor
families. 102 Degrees is dedicated to all healthcare
providers and essential workers risking their lives
everyday to serve their community. It also recognizes
the spirit of perseverance and generosity woven into
the history of Ybor City. Our empathy and consideration
will mutually serve us all once again as we deal with our
current pandemic.

TA MARA – (Poland)

This production was inspired by the life and paintings
of Tamara Lempicka. The film consists of two, polar
opposite approaches to imagery, that merge into an
ambiguous yet enticing portrait of a woman. One one
side, TA MARA is overwhelmed by an artistic frenzy that
awakens her inner demon, on the other - she is calm,
frozen in a state of perpetual waiting. These extremes,
similar to the sides of Muskau Park, form one single
unity. The expressed movements of female dancers
from the Polish Dance Theater team reflect the elegance,
precision and figurality of Łempicka’s paintings.

Strings – (UK)

Strings explores the rich possibilities for connection,
communication and creative expression through dance.
Bringing together Barrowland Ballet’s dance artists and
young people with complex needs, Strings celebrates
children’s ability to take the lead and express themselves
physically.

Out Of Ruin – (US)

The work shares a visually rich and kinetic allegory of
individual clans in isolation who journey to discover
their paths to a place of unity.

INTERNATIONAL ALLSORTS
Weight of the Moon – (US)

10-minute dance film exploring the interconnected
and reciprocal relationship between body and ocean; a
conversation where we experience ourselves not as the
centre, but as a thread in a larger fabric of being.

Chameleon – (US)

“Chameleon” is a transformative blend of two spirits
becoming one. Representing the continuous re-inventing
of relationship, it evokes and awakens both feelings of
submissiveness & sensuality. Originally created as an
ensemble dance for stage work, today, Choreographer
and Artistic Director of Jazz Spectrum Dance Company,
Janell Burgess has re-invented “Chameleon” into a
beautiful pas de deux for film.

Like Water – (UK)

LIKE WATER acknowledges the resilience of our ancestors,
passed down from generation to generation. A world
unkind to our people, yet somehow, we survive. A world
that that has conditioned us to not see the beauty of our
skin, hair, culture and our people. But like water we flow,
like water we change shape. We remain resilient.

BIRDS - (France)

Birds is a short digital choreographic piece imagined
thought directed by John Degois. With this piece he tries
to transpose live performance into film. He thus chooses
to make a sequence shot in order to keep the notion of
“live”, slow motion to allow the spectator to have time to
watch where he wants. He also breaks the perspective
by not necessarily centring the main action in the middle
of the image. Against a background of melancholy, Birds
evokes a time when the question of freedom did not arise.

Downriver – (Switzerland)

Water - Leonardo da Vinci called it ‘the blood of the planet’.
A group of people emerges from the water. They try to
resist the current of the river and the stream of people in
the city but have to surrender to the flow and are washed
ashore. On the shore, the stranded seek for hold and
refuge. In the course of the film ‘against or with the flow’,
‘resistance and devotion’ manifest as a primal instinct, as
a survival strategy.

JUDGING PANEL
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